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Abstract: The study aims to look for the use of idioms in different articles. The usage of Idioms was sorted and analyzed. 

Moreover, idioms of success or failure was used at large in all issues ;whereas other types of idioms were applied less.  
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1.Introduction. 

 

    All around the world one of the most effective ways of expressing the events shortly and colorfully is idioms and 

phrases. They are far widely used in articles to present the points crisply with driving the ideas of the author in a better way and 

with few words. An article is a piece of writing for a large audience. The main motive behind writing an article is that it should be 

published in either newspapers or magazines or journals to make some difference to the word. K. Hu, M. Afzaal, M. I Chishty and 

M. Imran advocate that newspaper articles are good source of getting the information.  

 

2.Methods. 

     Idiom expression.  

     English idioms, proverbs and expressions are an important part of everyday English. They come up all the time both 

written and spoken English. Because idioms don't always make sense literally, you'll need to familiarize yourself with the meaning 

and usage of each idiom. That may seem like a lot of work, but learning idioms is fun, especially when you compare English 

idioms to the idioms in your own languages. Idioms are a group of words in a fixed order that have a particular meaning that is 

different from the denotation of each word on its own (Cambridge Online Dictionary) idioms appear in all languages :only in 

English, there are an estimated twenty - five thousand idiomatic expressions. (Jacken - doff, 1997).There are so many idioms on 

several parts of human body in English dictionary such as “Long man”, “MacMillan” 

and “Oxford”. In those English dictionaries we can face to more than 40 idioms which are used with the component. Most 

of them have equivalents in Uzbek language with the same component.  

                 2.2.Common and familiar idioms.  

     These English idioms are used quite regularly in the United States. You may not hear them everyday but they will be 

very familiar to any native English speaker. You can be confidient using any of them when the context is appropriate.  

(Idiom).                (meaning)                 (usage)  

A bird in the      /what you                 /by itself  

hand is worth.  /have is worth more/ 

two in the bush /than what you might/ 

                           /have later                  / 

A penny for your/tell me what you’re/by itself 

thoughts.           /thinking    / 

A perfect storm/the worst possible /as part of 

                         /situation.                 /sentence 

     These English idioms are familiar and easily understood by native English speakers but they are not usually used in 

everyday conversation. If you haven’t mastered the more frequent idioms yet, they are a better place to start, but if you're already 

familiar with those expressions, the idioms below will further spice up your English.  

Idiom:Burn bridges.Meaning:destroy relationships. Usage :as part of a sentence.  

Idiom:calm before the storm. Meaning:something bad is coming but right now it's calm. Usage :as a part of a sentence  

Idiom:come rain or shine. Meaning :no matter what. Usage :as a part of a sentence.  

 

3.Result. 

       The following table was used to locate and identify the types of idioms.After gathering and analyzing the idioms, they 

were classified by their types. The types of idioms were the following. 1.Hapinness and sadness. 2.Helping. 3.Angry. 4.Sucess or 

Failure. 5.Interest or Boredom. 6.Business. 7.Liking or not liking. 8.Dishonest. 9.Power or Authorites. 

In general, 15 samples of idioms were used the most among all the others. Interest and Boredom, Power or Authority and 

Angry were applied less than others, while Happiness or Sadness, Liking or not liking, Dishonest Business as well as Helping were 

employed the least.  
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4.Discussion. 

     We have collected the idioms used in different CNN online articles named as:1.”Authorities in Belarus have Announced 

the Arrest of 33 Russian Merunaries on Suspicion of Terrorism “by News agency RIA Novosti.  

2.”Ney Goes From USAID to congress “ by Ashtar.  

3.”Social Distancing in 100 Square Feet Hong Kong’s large Homes are Almost Impossible to Self-isolated in“ by Z. 

Barliner.  

4.”The Robinsons were Married 35 Years Died 11 Days Apart after Battling Corona virus” by Lauren M. Johnson.  

5.”Schools Experts Teen Over Outfit, Regrets It When Dad steps in, by Brad Smith.                 All uploaded within the 

period from April to August 2020 on Turner Broadcasting System. For the differentiation of idioms and their types, the 

International Dictionary of Idioms by Cambridge and Cambers Idioms by E. M. Kirkpatrick and C. M. Schwarz were used. 

According to findings in the first two articles that were political, five idioms were found.  

5.Conclusion. 

    To sum up, it can be come in conclusion that in all five articles were used Idioms. The idioms make articles more 

interesting and meaningful for readers. Studying or teaching idioms with the help of authenic materials such as newspapers or 

articles helps to acquire a foreign language easily. In fact idioms can never be translated into another language word to word.  
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